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April 2018 

 

Membership and Shooting Fees Merged 

Since last month’s update we have merged the membership and shooting fees.  This took effect on 
April 1st. If you renew your fees on the Archery Australia website from this point onwards, you will 
notice that the fees are higher as a result of the merge. If you renewed prior to April 1st, you will 
still need to pay the yearly shooting fee to the club via our treasurer, Faye.  

Working Bee Report 

Firstly, I would like to say a big thank you 
to all that were able to make it down to the 
club. We had an impressive turnout 
considering the conditions. It was a day of 
wild weather and those who were outside 
working on target maintenance bore the 
brunt of it. A special mention to Matt 
Webster, whose tradie power tools 
significantly accelerated our work rate.  

Targets 

The foam blocks in all the targets were 
rotated, re-packed or replaced. In 
addition, the target enclosure frames were 
tightened to ensure a more secure fit for 
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the foam blocks. Thank you to Irene, 
Stephen and Robert Bridgart for assisting 
with this task.  

We will be making an order for additional 
foam blocks at some point in May, both to 
ensure we have material for our next 
round of target maintenance in a few 
months, and to ensure we have enough 
targets ready to go for the Whitehorse 
Trophy in October. 

Right-Hand Container Relocation Progress 

As many of you have noticed, the ramp up 
the hill to the storage containers can be tricky to navigate, with the right-hand container 
conveniently obstructing the top of the ramp. To this end Robert Bridgart, Stephen and Alex 
Haward spent part of the morning excavating the area behind the offending container.  This 
preparation work will allow us at to deploy a winch to shift the container further south and 
hopefully ease target access between the two containers. We had hoped to complete this during 
the Working Bee, but work was abandoned with the arrival of inclement weather. 

Arrows 

All of our beginner carbon arrows received maintenance at the working bee thanks to the efforts of 
Leonie and her trainee fletchers, Leonard, Monica and Tracy. I assure you that these new skills will 
prove handy in future. 

Bows 

Irene undertook an inspection of the most 
commonly used bows in our inventory, 
checking rests and sights. Some bowstring 
serving was also done.  

Bow Rack Labelling 

Matt helped me install some metal strips 
above the bow racks in the store room. I 
have also constructed magnetic bow labels 
and attached them for most of our bows. 
When returning bows to the store room, 
please ensure you hang your bow on the 
hook with the corresponding label.  
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Club Rooms Cleanup 

Michael Thomas did some tidying up in the store room. Power tools now live in the kitchen 
cupboard. If you need them, please ask a committee member for access. Faye and Leonie also did 
some general cleanup and sweeping of the main room.  

Club Room Decoration 

Our indoor target lights have been remounted, as has the club’s pennant. Unfortunately we ran 
out of time for the honour boards, so our club champions will have to wait a while longer before 
returning to their proud positions. 

Sunday Shooting Only 

For any members that haven’t been down to the club in a while, and haven’t been paying attention 
to the calendar, we are now back to Sunday shoots only as the rugby season kicks in.  

Monthly Shoot 

Our winner of the March Monthly Shoot was Robert de Groot! Rob shot a score four ratings higher 
than his current archer rating, resulting in an adjusted score of 940. Second place went to Chris 
Wood, shooting his recurve instead of his usual compound. Chris also had a good showing, posting 
a score three ratings higher than his archer rating for an adjusted score of 920. 

Our May Monthly shoot will be a Drake, 30m, nice and close, but on an 80cm face instead of the 
122cm. Work on your groups!  

Beginners Course - May 6th 

Our next beginners course will commence on Sunday May 6th. If you know anyone that is 
interested in archery, get them to sign up! As with all beginners course days, the club will be open 
until 4:30 pm on May 6th, May 13th and May 20th. Feel free to have an extended shoot!  
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http://scores.bhca.net.au/all_competitions.php?eventid=212
http://scores.bhca.net.au/round_info.php?roundid=8

